THINK SECURITY

THINK CP PLUS

CP-UAB-M701-MTH
Analog Indoor Monitor
•

7" TFT screen
Video intercom function: Unlock, voice call, video call, volume adjustment
• Multiple bell sounds
• Touch keypad
• Take snapshots
•

System Overview

Functions

CP PLUS has introduced a wide range of Video DoorPhones (also known as video door entry or video
intercom) which are stand-alone intercom systems
that you can use to manage calls made at the
entrance to a building (residential complex, detached
family home, workplace, etc.) with access controlled
by audio visual communication between the inside
and outside.

Hands-free Operation
The latest intelligent invention in the field of video door
phones is that of the hands-free feature because of
which you no longer have to keep the button pushed to
talk to a visitor on the phone.

*Product casing and specifications are subject to change without prior notice

THINK SECURITY

THINK CP PLUS

CP-UAB-M701-MTH
Analog Indoor Monitor
Functions
7” TFT Screen

High-Resolution Indoor Unit for Clearer Identification

To provide you with a better and complete view of the entrance to your home while talking to the visitor, this product
involves a wide 7inch TFT LCD Screen. TFT makes a monitor
screen brighter and faster than the LCD.

The product has been integrated with a high-resolution lens
that produces clear and vivid details to you for better and accurate identification of the visitors.

Dimension

About CP PLUS
The brand that is on its way to lead the world when it comes to the security and surveillance industry, CP PLUS, keeps
bombarding the market with the most reliable range of products that have been designed carefully and methodically to
automate the whole surveillance and security process, no matter how big your premises are.
It was the initiative to help the public in the area where they are the most vulnerable and to empower the sense of safety
in our hearts that had conceptualized CP PLUS. And embarking on its mission to make the world a safer and more secure
place has taken the brand's journey to unprecedented levels even when compared to international competitors.

*Product casing and specifications are subject to change without prior notice

THINK SECURITY

THINK CP PLUS

CP-UAB-M701-MTH
Analog Indoor Monitor
Feature

Specification

Button Type

Touch keypad

Display

7.0" TFT

Screen Resolution

1024 × 600

Indicator Light

1 indicator light ; Green: Power on

Communication Mode

Analog

Casing

PC + ABS

Color

White

Power Supply

DC 12V/2A

Power Consumption

≤ 2W (standby)
≤ 5W (working)

Accessory

Bracket (included)

Operating Temperature

-10°C to +55°C (+14°F to +131°F)

Operating Humidity

10%RH–95%RH

Installation

Surface mount

Dimensions

133.90mm × 182.70mm × 17.70mm (5.27" × 7.19" × 0.70")

Net Weight

0.25kg

*Product casing and specifications are subject to change without prior notice

